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Best PSP mate for you,ePop Blu-Ray to iPod Converter converts your blu-ray disks to
iPod(320x240)MPEG-4 Codec , iPod(320x240)MPEG-4 AVC Codec , iPod(480x320)MPEG-4
Codec , iPod(480x320)MPEG-4 AVC Codec,iPod(640x480)MPEG-4
Codec,iPod(640x480)MPEG-4 AVC Codec,MP3-MPEG Layer-3Audio  etc.

ePop Blu-Ray to iPod Converter helps you to preview the movie before converting, clip
movie segments from the movie, snapshot the images in preview, customize video quality,
video size, audio channel and audio quality, convert files in batches, etc.

Remarkably high converting speed and quality,ePop Blu-Ray to iPod Converter will never
disappoint you! Convert blu-ray to iPod, what a piece of cake! Download it right now and have
a try for free!

Key Functions

Convert Blu-Ray DVD to iPod
Convert Blu-Ray DVD to iPod video MP4 with different resolutions for playing DVD movies via
PSP, iPod, iPhone.

Convert Blu-Ray DVD to iPod MP3
Convert DVD movie to MP3 or AAC audio to extract the background music and dialogue of
DVD movie for playing with Apple TV, iPod and iPhone.

Powerful Video Editing
ePop Blu-Ray to iPod Converter allows you to adjust video effect, crop movie and trim any
segment casually from your Blu-Ray DVD as you like.

Key Features

Set output video and audio parameters
Detailed video and audio settings are provided by this Blu-Ray DVD Ripping software for you
to adjust, such as Resolution, Video Bitrate, Frame Rate, Audio Channels, Sample Rate, etc.

Trim DVD
You could trim any segment you want to rip of the Blu-Ray DVD by set the exact start and
end time.

Preview
Preview enables you to exame whether the effect is what you want.
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Supper conversion speed
Provide the fastest conversion speed (>300%), completely support dual core CPU.

Easy to use
Few clicks are enough to convert Blu-Ray DVD to video and audio in any format .

System Requirements

Processor:1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
OS Supported:Win2000/2003/XP, Windows Vista, (Except Vista 64-bit,Windows7
64-bit)
Hardware Requirements:
512MB RAM, Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
Drive:supporting blu-ray disks
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